
Philosophical analysis

of fundamental

concepts could have

prepared the ground

for relativity theory

Our ideas of nature

will change in the

course of future

experience, but our

conceptual approach

will remain permanent

It is well to review Mach's

discussion of mass before

studying the present text



One lesson of the

relativity theory is that

every theory, however

persuasive at present,

can be undermined by

future experience

Pure empiricism:

no a priori

principles to be

admitted



Some fundamental

elements of physical

theory were identified

by their properties,

with no guarantee that

anything with such

properties existed in

reality. Example:

Newton's absolute time

Hence physics became as

abstract as mathematics,

with the ensuing problem

of applicability

Every concept

should be defined by

a set of operations

Different kinds

of operations for

different kinds of

concepts



The concept of absolute

time is meaningless: we

cannot associate with it

operations for

measuring time

We cannot conceptualize

reality inaccessible to

actual operations

Speculations about

such parts of reality

will be loose talk

This claim is

frankly obscure

We discover the

meaning of a term by

examining the use we

make of it

The concept of

absolute simultaneity



New kinds of

experience showed the

inadequacy of the

absolute simultaneity

Relative simulaneity

involves relation to

observer

How to associate

operations with the

concept of length

Begin by fixing

the measuring rod



We must ensure

that the rod is free

of deformations

Our precautions are

always imperfect

Measurement of

a moving object

Practical complications

may affect our

definition

Measuring a fast

moving object



Mathematical

simplicity is another

factor in definition

Description of

Einstein's proposal

Clocks at every point

At each instant the

procedure of measuring

stationary objects is

applied

Involvement of

simultaneity entails

different lengths at

different velocities

The old defintion of

length is a limiting case

of the new definition



Length becomes

dependent on velocity

Measuring large objects

Observation of distant

point requires assumptions

about the path of light

and spatial geometry

Gauss' experiment

The Euclidean

character of visual

space can only be

verified for small scales



The concept of length at

larger scales is different

from the concept of

length at smaller scales

Measurement of length at

solar and stellar distances

Measurement at

astronomic scales

requires assumptions

of the laws of

mechanics

At still greater distances

we no longer have a grip

on the set of operations

to associate the concept

of length with



Whether space as a

whole is Euclidean

or not is not a

question of physics

Different lengths for

different scales

Length at small scales

The role of light beams



Measurement at

subatomic level



Requires assumptions

about electromagnetism

at subatomic level

Assignment of space

coordinates depends on

equations describing

the elecrtromagnetic

field, but the equations

can only be solved

after the assignment of

coordinates

The question of

geometry at subatomic

level is meaningless

A change in associated

operations entails a

change of concept



Reduction in the

number of concepts

at the boundaries of

experience

Our knowledge rests

on concepts that are

defined in reference

to an observer

Concepts are defined

in reference to

measuring instruments





Certain claims are

meaningless, since

they employ non-

operationally

defined concepts

Examples based on

the (meaningless)

idea of absolute space

The significance of

meaningless questions

Different layers

of meaning



An interesting (and

difficult) list of

possibly meaningless

questions

A call for adoption

of operationalism




